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Hello and Welcome
The plan for the session:
• Government Roadmap on Lockdown Easing
• Process to follow to resume activities
• Insurance Considerations
• Feedback and Q&A
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Roadmap – Lockdown Easing key date in England

The Government set out their Roadmap with clear dates for the required 4 steps to 

lockdown easing in England previously due to conclude by 21st June, since paused until 19th

July.

As previously stated by the government, any decisions made would be contingent on the 

data analysis and subject to four key tests;

1. Vaccine deployment continues successfully

2. Evidence continuing to show vaccination is effectively keeping hospitalisation rates 

down

3. Infection rates do not risk a surge in numbers – well this one is surging

4. The government assessment of risk isn’t fundamentally changed
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Requirements on those organising activities and events

From Steps 2-4 outdoor organisers of grass routes sports organised by 
businesses and charities were permitted.

This is and will continue to be contingent on:-

✓ All organisers following appropriate and relevant Covid Guidance 

✓ Organisers and attendees adhere to legal requirements of distancing and 
sizes

✓ All reasonable actions are taken by the organisers to mitigate risk to 
public health.
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Roadmap – Since Lockdown Easing Step 3 in May

✓ Meet outdoors in groups of up to 30 people 

✓ Meet indoors with 6 people from different households 

✓ Use indoor leisure centres, gyms and swimming pools for independent 
use and take part in organised activity groups that are following a covid 
risk assessment

✓ organised sporting activities can resume for groups of up to 30 where 
permitted by the relevant sporting governing body and following the u3a 
resuming interest group process

✓ indoor as well as outdoor attractions will also reopen at the following:

museums and galleries, botanical gardens, greenhouses and stately or 

historic homes and heritage sites.
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1. Inform your committee of your plans and preparations for resuming

2. Where appropriate download and follow a relevant Risk Assessment from a National 
Governing Body for your sporting activity or use an appropriate u3a risk assessment 
template for your activity.

3. Inform your members of your risk assessment outcome so they know what to expect 
and how to prepare for returning

4. Ask members to complete a personal assessment (pre-attendance) before attending.

5. Please ensure you are following the most current government guidance on social 
distancing, and maintaining Covid-secure requirements at all times. You should 
maintain social distancing, wear facemasks when necessary and maintain good hand 
sanitation. Group leaders will also be required to keep a register of participants for 
21 days after the activity for Track and Trace purposes.

Process for resuming u3a interest group activities

https://www.u3a.org.uk/advice/form-downloads/u3a-kms-frm-016-personal-members-checklist-pre-attendance


Example Covid Risk Assessment - Ramblers

Possible 
hazards 

 

 
Who might be 
harmed and 

how? 
 

Ways to control the risk 
 

Action taken?  
(click on the 

box to tick) 

Transmission of 
COVID-19 
through close 
contact / meeting 
other people 
 

 

 

 

Walkers, 
members of 
the public – 
risk of 
spreading 
COVID-19 

Plan the walk for a less busy time.  

Avoid particularly busy or narrow routes where physical distancing is not possible.  

Give clear information about limiting the group size in line with government guidance.  

Remind walkers beforehand about the guidelines, including on travel & transport.  

Advise walkers at the start of the walk to maintain physical distancing, and what to do at 
any pinch points or road crossings – this is everyone’s responsibility.  

Carry a face covering in case of incidents.  

Ensure you have a record of who attended the walk for contact tracing.  

Transmission of 
COVID-19 
through touching 
gates, stiles, 
fences or 
equipment 

Walkers, 
members of 
the public – 
risk of 
spreading 
COVID-19 

Avoid touching gates and path furniture, where possible.  

Suggest walkers bring hand sanitiser.  

Advise walkers not to share food, drink or equipment such as walking poles.  
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Possible Hazards Who might be harmed 

and how
Ways to control the risk Action 

Taken?

Y/N

Bad Weather (including extreme 

temperatures)

Walkers – risk of illness 

and injury, risk of group 

being stranded

Check weather forcaste / postpone or cancel if necessary. Advise 

walkers to bring suitable clothing and items for the conditions

Make not of escape routes on the recce

Busy Traffic and roads Walkers – risk of vehicle 

collision Avoid routes along busy roads and or check for suitable closing 

places on the recce.

Steep, slippery or muddy sections Walkers – risk of 

trips/slips

Check for muddy/slippery sections on the recce and adapt the 

route and adapt the route if necessary. Advise walkers to bring 

suitable footwear for conditions.

Cliffs or sheer drops
Walkers – risk of falls Check paths are suitable for group to use safely and make changes 

if necessary
Follow any local warning or signs, and advise walkers to keep away 

from the edge

Livestock
Walkers – risk of injury 

or damage if livestock 

escape

Cross fields with livestock calmly and quietly, keep group together. Be prepared 

to divert livestock.

Follow countryside code – leave gates properly closed behind you.

Walk Description and other 

details of the walk

Walkers – risk of injury if 

not understanding the 

requirements of the walk 

in relation to their fitness 

and mobility levels

a. Location

b. Distance

c. Timing

d. Linear / Circular Route

e. Terrain

f. Height and climbs involved

g. Level of fitness required

h. Identification of any ‘break off’ points (e.g. if members feel

unable to continue)

i. Appropriate footwear & clothing

j. Toilet / refreshment facilities en route

k. What to bring – food / drink / compass / map / mobile

phone (to be kept off during walk)

l. Dogs permitted?

m. Meeting point

n. Public transport options
Car parking facilities?

General risk considerations 



So Where are we?

Potentially in ten days time we will have no further social 

restrictions in place on meeting with others in different settings to 

do different activities together.

The pandemic has not gone away it is now up to us to take safety 

measures and remain vigilant and agile in our preparations for u3a 

activities and not to take unnecessary risks during this hazardous 

time of transition. 
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- What steps should we take as a committee to ensure activities are 

resumed in a safe fashion?

- Are we covered if a member made a claim against our u3a having 

contracted Coronavirus whilst taking part in an activity group even 

though we followed correct procedures?
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Can a u3a impose a requirement that all participants attending an 

interest group Must have either a clear Covid test Or Proof of both 

Vaccinations before participating?
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Useful links:-

What to include in your COVID-19 risk assessment (hse.gov.uk) 

The health and safety toolbox: How to control risks at work (hse.gov.uk) useful toolbox of resources and 

information on managing different types of risk.  

Create a coronavirus NHS QR code for your venue - GOV.UK (www.gov.uk) 

Order coronavirus (COVID-19) rapid lateral flow tests - GOV.UK (www.gov.uk) 
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Any 
Questions?


